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TO OUR VALUED CLIENTS

FROMBIOHEALTHHEALINGPRODUCTS-Health IsAGift

Wehavegreat pleasure in announcing our recent endorsement of having the exclusivemarketing
here in Australia and NewZealandof the Pozitron PlusProducts,a 21st century state-of the-art 360
degree Nanotechnology EMFprotection from harmful effects of Electromagnetic Radiation (EMF)
and GeopathogenicRadiation .

Supported byreputable scientific researchspanningsevenyearsundertaken byprominent scientists,
manufacturers andengineers,

PozitronPlusproducts nowmarketed byBiohealthHealingProducts,transmits its own programmed
spectrum of frequencies in spaces varying from 1 meter to 20 meters depending upon your
requirements,which” disturbs” the pathogenic spectrum of radio frequencies.

Nowwith the 5GNetwork,EMFradiationpassesthroughour housesapartments, schoolsandbusiness
premisesandaffecting the polarity of our cells,changing our natural biorhythm andcausingthe Sick
Building Syndrome.

Theimpact on humanhealth canbequiet dramatic ranging from insomnia,irritability, and increased
fatigue to seriousphysicaland mental illness,and mayaffect mood, performance, andabsenteeism.

For these reasons,we at Biohealth Healing Products are committed to providing a realistic and
sustainablesuite of solutions offered by the Pozitron PlusProduct range to protect you, your loved
onesandanyoneliving in andexposedto environments containing harmful radiation.

Pleaseperuse the pertinent information we have collated for you in this booklet. You will find it
enlightening, informative andempowering.

Donna Knezevic Will Knezevic GregSheehy
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We live in times of rapid technological
development. It is a privilege because
technology makes our lives simple andmore
beautiful. It makesour work easier,increasesour
personal and professional possibilities, makes
our livesmorepurposeful andbrings a lot of joy
to our times of leisure.It makesusfeel satisfied.

BUT, AREWE AWAREOF THE
HIDDEN DANGER?

Preciselybecauseof that, the scientists all over
the world keep warning us about
the SEAOFTHEELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION THATWEAREBATHING
IN. We can't see it. We can't hear it.
Our working and living spaces are
filled with frequencies from the
wireless sources. They bring many
unexpected dangersto our lives.

ELECTROMAGNETICRADIATION–All technical
devices in our homes and offices, electrical
circuits, television, mobile phones, computers,
laptops, Wi-Fi (wireless internet – 2G, 3G and
4G),avery destructive 5Gnetwork that isstill to
come,mobile signal repeaters, radars,satellites,
microwave ovens, air-conditioning, etc. All of
that representsseriousthreatsto our health.The
most threatened population are our children
because they spend most of their time with
their phones and computers. Sometimes they
eventakeit to bedwith them.

Strong electromagnetic frequencies
go through all of our organs
and organic systems. We are
facing the problem because the
TECHNOLOGICALREVOLUTION is
much faster than the human ability
to adaptto thenewconditionsand to

createadequatedefencemechanismthat could
protect us from the aggressivefrequencies that
arenot natural.Theyspend the valuable energy
of our immune systemtoo fast.

According to many expert statistical reports,
electromagnetic density in our surroundings is
approximately 200MILLIONTIMEShigher than
50 yearsago. If we take into account the speed
of technological progress,it is easyto come to
the conclusion that the negative influences for
humanhealth will alsogrow.

This caused the new kind of pollution
called ELECTRO-SMOG which leads us
to the new group of diseases among the
people. Contemporary medicine named it
ELECTROMAGNETIC STRESS.

ELECTROMAGNETIC
STRESS

anewd iseaseg roup
causedby

ELECTRO-SMOG
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WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION keeps
warning us about the dangers of exposing
ourselves to the electromagnetic stress –
chronic fatigue, exhaustion, stress, poor
ability to focus,frequent headaches,anxiety,
depression, psychological disorders,
sleeping disorders,andepidemic spreadingof
many AUTOIMMUNE AND CARCINOGENIC
DISEASES.Theywill be the leading causesof
the illnessesamong our children.

Let's now imagine a delicious
round cake. The cake represents
the totality of the electromagnetic
density in your working and living
environments. There are many
electric circuits,radiowaves,wireless
internet waves,signal repeaters,Wi-

Fi signal, radars and satellite waves.There are
many other types of radiation going through
your body, spreading around you, possessing
their frequencies and polarities. At the
same
time, they arecompletely invisible.

If you cut out one piece of the cakeand put
it on the plate, it represents DANGEROUS
PATHOGENICSPECTREwithin the totality of
electromagnetic density in your environment.

In other words, that small is
pathogenic for the human
organism, while the rest of the
cake doesn't represent any kind of
danger for your health.

CONCLUSION

Here is some good news. Sophisticated
NANO-TECHNOLOGYhelped to produce
the modern neutraliser for that small piece
of the cake – the piece that represents
the pathogenic spectre of harmful
radiation. There is no need to be afraid
of new technologies. There is no need
to fight them as well because that is
literally impossible. We have to take the
new technologies into consideration for
developing modern solutions in order to
NEUTRALIZETHE PATHOGENICSPECTREOF
THEELECTROMAGNETICRADIATION in our
everydayliving andworking environments.
That will surely reduce the harmful effect
the radiation hason our health and on the
health of our children.

THE SOLUTION IS HERE
POZITRON PLUS!

WithSOPHISTICATED NANO-TECH
NEUTRALISEROF THE PATHOGENIC
SPECTREOF ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION “POZITRON PLUS”– now
you can enjoy using your technological
devices and feeling safe at the same
time. All of that is the product of dynamic
TECHNOLOGICALREVOLUTION.�

“POZITRONPLUS”
sophisticated
NANO–TECH

neutraliserof the
pathogenic
EMRspectre
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POZITRON PLUS
HIGHLY SOPHISTICATED NEUTRALISER

OF THE HARMFUL RADIATION

Preciselybecauseof the rapid progress in the
development of the modern technology and
becauseof the need to protect people from
the harmful effects of the ELECTRO-SMOG,
we designed one of the most efficient NANO-
TECHproducts –“POZITRON PLUS”.

Terms NANO-SCIENCEand NANO-
TECHNOLOGYsignify the scientific
and technological development
of the structures and systems in
dimensionsof the order nanometre
(0,000000001of the metre).

is basedon. It emits the spectreof the positive
frequencies in the surrounding space. It is
programmedto do it that way.Thefunctionality
is based on theWELL KNOWNLAWOFPHYSICS
- THE INTERFERENCEOFWAVES IN THESPACE.
It opposes and neutralizes the pathologic
frequencies.

POZITRON PLUS is an innovative, highly
sophisticated product based on the fine
film technique produced from the 6 kinds of
specially designed and processed celluloid
materials with superior characteristics.That is
the first production phase.The second phase
is the NANO-TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSING
with the help of the sound frequencies.
Previously programmed frequency
information is implemented in eachof the 40
spots in the sound frequencies. In those two
basic phases, the initial celluloid molecules
face full structural change.The new material,
working as a SMALLTRANSMITTER,starts to
emit its own energeticspectre– the one it was
programmed for.

Thanksto that, you can just place POZITRON
PLUSsomewhere in the area that you want
to protect. The INTERFERENCE(positivewave
entering the negative wave's frequency)
will NEUTRALIZE MOST OF THE HARMFUL
RADIATIONANDFILLYOUR LIVING AND
WORKINGENVIRONMENTWITH THEPOSITIVE
ENERGY.

Electromagnetic waves, like any other type
of energy, travel through our everyday
environment. Theygo through our bodiesand
the objects in our surroundings. In this way,
they activate our immune system to defend
the body from aggressive energy. Electro-
smog density is very high so the human body
keeps fighting the harmful frequencies. It
causes exhaustion. The weakened organism
is more threatened by physical and psychical
difficulties.

Therefore,if we want to seethe long-
term benefits for our physical and
psychical health, wewill NEUTRALISE
THE NEGATIVE FREQUENCIES
WITH THE HELP OF THE POSITIVE,
PHYSIOLOGICAL FREQUENCIES.That
is the principle that POZITRONPLUS

Dueto the
WAVEINTERFERENCE

in space,
POZITRONPLUS
neutralisespathogenic

frequencies
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POZITRON PLUSHAS4 FUNCTIONS:
�1) It is a very powerful home and business
system for NEUTRALIZATION of the
pathogenicity of the wide spectreof harmful
technical radiation – predominantly in the
daytime
�2) It is very powerful home and business
system for NEUTRALIZATION of the
pathogenicity of the wide spectreof harmful
natural radiation (underground waters,
Hartman's radiation, Curry's radiation) –
predominantlyin the night-time
�3) It increasesthe energy flow through all
human organs and organic systems (by a
positive eco-physiologicalstimulation of the
involuntary nervous system– that is beyond
our control). In that way, it increases our
defenceabilities.
�4)It sendsverystrongpositiveenergyto our
living and working environment. It literally
destroys the negative energy in your space
and helps people feel better, helps them be
more cheerful, lessargumentative, lesstense.
It raisesoptimism andpositiveenergy.�
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It is very valuable when you aretravelling. After
you get to the hotel, a cottage house...justplace
it somewherecloseto the bedandyour sleeping
place is protected. Besides the neutralisation
of the harmful radiation, POZITRON
FOR PERSONAL USE with its spectre
of frequencies can positively stimulate your
involuntary nervous system. In this way, it can
RAISETHEFLOWOFTHEENERGYTHROUGHALL
OFYOURORGANSAND ORGANICSYSTEMS.

In this way, Pozitron energetically helps your
body and it makes you more resistant to the
harmful radiation anddiseasesbecauseitmakes
your immune system stronger. In addition,
under the influence of the positive frequencies
it sends to your environment, it provides you
with longer periods of a good mood, positive
attitude, more positive energy and agreat level
of self-positivity.�

POZITRONPLUS
MOBILEPHONE

(protective radius1 metre)

It should be placed between the back side of
your phone and the protective cover/mask. It
canalsobeplacedbetween the battery and the
backcover if you don't haveaprotective cover/
mask.

It isagreatneutraliserof the pathogenic spectre
radiating from repeaters,radiowavesandstrong
electromagnetic wavesthat the mobile phone
battery also produces during the telephone
talks.

Besides mobile phones, it is highly
recommendable for TABLETS,LAPTOPS,DESK
COMPUTERS, MICROWAVE OVENS, TV, AIR-
CONDITIONING...�
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In addition, under the influence of the positive
frequencies it sends to your environment, it
provides you with longer periods of a good
mood, positive attitude, more positive energy
andagreat level of self-positivity.�

POZITRONPLUS
(protective radius3 metres)

Besides the neutralisation of the harmful
radiation, POZITRON FOR PERSONAL USE
with its spectre of frequencies can positively
stimulate your involuntary nervoussystem.

In this way, it can RAISETHE FLOWOF THE
ENERGYTHROUGHALLOFYOUR ORGANS
AND ORGANICSYSTEMS.

In this way,POZITRONPLUSenergeticallyhelps
your body and it makesyou more resistant to
the harmful radiation and diseasesbecause it
makesyour immune systemstronger.

POZITRONPLUS
SPORT

(protective radius3metres)

Ourmost recent efficiency tests included testing
POZITRON PLUS SPORT with many
professional and recreational sportsmen. We
came to the conclusion that the effect of the
positive radiance that POZITRONSPORTsends
in the environment, can be very stimulative for
the energetic durability and strength. Becauseof
the wide spectre of its positive effects, it turned
out to be very efficient additional value serving
as completely natural help in raising energetic
potential, maintaining a good condition, getting
fast relaxation and regeneration and preserving
thehealthofall thepeoplewhopracticesports.�
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POZITRONPLUS
HOME

(protective radius20meters)

It is ideal for the high-quality protection of
big spaces.You can use it for the entire house,
apartment, office, fabric, school, kindergarten,
hospital etc.

It should be placed on its original box in the
middle of the house,apartment, office...on the
table,closet,chestof drawersor on the floor.The

wallswon't stop it fromworking,but youshould
makesurethat approximately 30centimetres of
the spacearoundit isnot occupiedby anything.
It will guaranteethemaximumof the protection
within the radiusof 20metresin all directions.

Besides the neutralization of the harmful
radiation, when you hold it in your hand close
to your body, its frequencies will positively
stimulate your involuntary nervous system.
In this way, it will RAISETHE FLOWOF THE
ENERGYTHROUGHALLOFYOUR ORGANS
AND ORGANICSYSTEMS.In this way, Pozitron
energetically helpsyour body and it makesyou
more resistant to the harmful radiation and
diseasesbecauseit makesyour immune system
stronger.

In addition, under the influence of the positive
frequencies it sends to your environment, it
provides you with longer periods of a good
mood, positive attitude, more positive energy
andagreat level of self-positivity.�

POZITRONPLUS
SET

consistsof:

� one piece POZITRONPLUSHOME
(protective radius 20meters)

� two pieces POZITRON PLUSPERSONAL
(protective radius 3meters)

� two pieces POZITRONPLUS
MOBILE PHONE.

The set is ideal for one family. POZITRONwith
the radius of protection of 20 meters should be
placedsomewhereinthe living areatoprotect the
whole house,apartment, or the office. POZITRON
with the radius of protection of 5 meters canbe
useful for the protection of one working place,a
vacation house,a student dorm. It is alsoa great
present for someone you love. TwoPOZITRONS
for personal use are designed for two people
to always carry them around. Two Pozitrons
for the mobile phone will provide high-quality
protection for two mobile phones.�
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VITALITYCOLLAR
(protective radius2meters)

POZITRONPLUS is incorporated into a dog's
necklace – VITALITY COLLAR.It works as
asmall, POSITIVEFREQUENCIESTRANSMITTER.
The frequenciesare compatible with the dog's
frequencies.

Becauseoftheir effect, the dog's body will have
fewer difficulties in stressmanagement. It will
be lessnervous and lessanxious. The immune
systemwill grow stronger to naturally protect
your dog from harmful radiation. Thedog will
be more immune to many illnesses.Protective
necklace – VITALITY COLLAR should be
placed around the dog's neck. The protective
radius isapproximately 2meters.

POZITRONDOGPLACE
(protective radius4meters)

Thedog should wear the protective necklace–
VITALITY COLLARduring the day and during
the night. For ideal effect, you should use it
together with the POZITRONDOG PLACE
for a dog house (or for a dog's sleeping place).
THE POZITRON DOG PLACE guarantees a
protective radius of approximately 4 meters.
It provides excellent protection for your dog's
houseor for the placethe dog's sleepingspot. It
should beplacednearthe dog'shouseor by the
dog's sleepingspot.

POZITRONPLUS
DOG

Veterinary medicine keeps warning us of the
negative effects of harmful radiation. Dogs of
a very young age canhave serious heart issues,
issues with the nervous system, painful and
degenerative spine, pain in joints and bones.
They have problems with blood circulation,
hormonal issues, weakened the immune
system and higher risks of autoimmune and
carcinogenic diseases.

Harmful electromagnetic and geopathogenic
radiation canput a lot of dog's energy to waste
- during the day, as well as during the night,
especially if the dog is surrounded by humans.
All of that can affect the input of the immune
systeminto energydistribution throughout the
body. The defence systemwill naturally try to
oppose aggressive radiation frequencies that
areimposed on it. Theenergy flow through the
dog's body will, therefore, be reduced. Because
of that, the DOG'SIMMUNE SYSTEMWILLGET
WEAKER.Theconsequences are asthenia and a
high risk of disease.
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HOWWILLYOUBENEFITFROMTHEVITALITY COLLAR
AND THEPOZITRON DOG PLACE?
� Yourdog'senergetic health will bewell protected –the organicenergyflow will grow.YOUR
DOG'SIMMUNE SYSTEMWILLBEBOOSTED,itwill reach the long continuity of the fighting-
form, it will be able to successfullyprotect your dog from the harmful radiation.
�Your dog will be lessnervous, lessscared,lesstired and rarely sick.In the caseof the disease,
the recoverywill be faster,aswell asthe rehabilitation, relaxation and regeneration of the dog's
organism.
� Thefrequencieshavebeen programmed to stimulate relaxation of the involuntary nervous
system. This means that your best friend will be MOREPEACEFUL,LESSAGGRESSIVE,LESS
NERVOUSAND GENERALLYHAPPIER.�

authorised importer for austral ia
and new zealand

BIOHEALTHHEALINGPRODUCTS
Mobile: +61 430443883

+61 491111 677
+61 408 149988

e-mail: info@biohealthhealing.com
sales@biohealthhealing.com

www.biohealthhealing.com

INFO:
Medi spaLtd.
VladeGotovca 21
HR-10000Zagreb
zagreb off ice

Shopping centar “Prečko”
Slavenskog 1
HR-10000Zagreb
T: +385 1 3876064
varaždin office

Hrvatskih branitelja 4b
HR-42000Varaždin
T: +385 42 490607
info@pozitronplus.com
www.pozitronplus.com

general importer:
zirpo7 GmbH
Sudetenstraße2/3/16
A-4470Enns
office@zirpo7.at
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� CRYSTALHEALINGis an extraordinary, highly effective therapeutic sleep technology.
As it has been scientifically proven (BION), crystal therapy helps faster relaxation and
rehabilitation thankstothenaturalgrowthin theenergyflowthroughtheliving organism.

Thisunique and innovative technology is basedon twelvecrystalsand minerals that
havebeenfabricated for this particular purpose.Thefrequenciesfrom this systemwill
positively stimulate the dog’s involuntary nervoussystem(it worksunconsciously).In
thisway,the energyflowsthrough thewholeorganism, the energy-tanks arecharged
andyourdog’sbody isenergeticallybalanced.

Thepositive energy from crystalshelps the faster regeneration, rehabilitation and
relaxationduring thedog'ssleepingtimewhichleadstomorequality rest. Ithelpsthe
dogtofeelbetter, to feelcalmerandtohavemuchmorephysicalenergyduring theday.

Thebenefitsfor theimmunesystemarenumerous.Thesystem'scapacitytofight different
diseasesgrows.THEREIS NO PLACEBOEFFECT. It is impossible with animals. Here
comesanotherefficiencyproof for thistherapeutictechnology thatcanprotectyourbest
friend'shealth.

Thereis an additional POZITRONPLUS
protective technology implemented in
the SLEEPHARMONY dog mattress. It
protectsyourdogfromharmfulradiation
from electromagneticand natural
sourcesduring the sleeping and resting
hours.Fromthat position, it guarantees
extraordinary protection for the whole
organism, as well as very efficient
stimulation for the energy balanceand
healthprotection.

During the dog's daily activities, to
protect your dog's health and to boost
your dog's mood and energy – use
VITALITYCOLLAR.�
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POZITRONPLUSDog Protect
NANOTECHCollar

Formy dog’shealth and happiness
Owing to the accelerated development of
moderntechnology (mobilephones,computers,
Wi-Fi,microwave ovens,TVs,electronic circuitry,
repeaters,satellites,radarantennae,sub-stations
etc.) THEDANGERPOSEDBYDANGEROUSRAYS
TOYOURDOG IS80% GREATERthan itwas 20
yearsago.Veterinary professionalshavewarned
of the adverseeffects of harmful radiation at a
much younger age causing heart problems,
ailments of the nervous system,painful spinal
syndromes, damage to bones and joints,
circulatory impairment and hormonal disorders
that are extremely deleterious to your dog’s
immune system,thus greatly increasing the risk
of auto-immune and carcinogenic diseases.
Hazardous electromagnetic and geo-
pathogenic radiation usesa great deal of dog’s
internal energiesthroughout both the day and
night, and this especially so if they live near
humans.All of this greatly increasesthe energy
consumed by the body’s immune system that

POZITRONPLUS
DOG

isotherwise required to resistharmful radiation
frequencies.
In turn this reducesthe flow of energy through
the canine organism. Lower energy greatly
WEAKENSDOGIMMUNITYmaking the chances
of poor health and disease development far
greater!
POZITRONPLUS-DOGPROTECTenables:
• Neutralisationof up to 90%of the pathogenic
spectrumof harmful radiation within a 1metre
radiusaround yourdog,
• Thankfully this results in your dog consuming
far lessenergy asits organism does not have to
combat aggressiveradiation,
• Aside from the neutralisation of pathogenic
radiation, POZITRONPLUSutilises its positive
spectrum frequencies to promote energy flow
throughout the canineorganism,thus enabling
swifter recovery from diseaseandassistingwith
LONG-TERM IMPROVEMENTSTO THE IMMUNE
SYSTEM,

• Wearing theDOGPROTECT COLLAR will
make your dog lessirritable and tired and will
reduce sickness and promote faster recovery
and rehabilitation if suchsicknessoccurswhilst
relaxing and regenerating your dog’sorganism,
and
•Thefrequencies usedby DOGPROTECTCOLLAR
are programmed to soothe the vegetative
nervous system of your dog and, even after
a short period of use, you will be able to see
that your pet enjoys GREATERCALMNESS,LESS
AGRESSION,LESSNERVOUSNESSand aHIGHER
QUALITYOFLIFE.

Formy dog’shealth and happiness
POZITRONPLUSDog Protect
NANOTECHCollar
•Neutralisespathogenic radiation,
•Protectsyour pet’s healthy energy, and
• Strengthens the immune system, promotes
calmness, lowers aggressiveness and
nervousnessand leavesyour dog with a much
higher quality of life.
Formy dog’shealth and happiness...
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The innovative technology of the Healthy Rest
which speedsup the processes
of relaxation, rehabilitation, regeneration and
rejuvenationof the body during sleep.
It provides the orthopedic protection of the
back,joints and circulation, antiallergic
protection, protection from harmful radiation
and the bestmind andbody rehabilitation
using the positive energy achieved by the
implementation of the technology of crystals.

MEDICINAL THERAPY- BENEFITS

• Thekey ingredient is the medicinal Thermo
Sensitive Material which ensures the
above average flow of lymph and blood
microcirculation. It enables the excellent
nutrition of the entirebodywith oxygenand
nutrients and at the sametime it efficiently
eliminatesharmful toxinsfrom the body.

• Due to the excellent blood and lymph
flow, the brain gets the information about
discomfort during sleep less frequently.
Therefore, Tossing And Turning At Night
(frequent short night wakings) is reduced
for more than 80%. So, you wake up less
frequently, your sleep ismore peaceful and
you wakeup fresh, relaxedand rested.

• Medicinal Therapy creates the individual
orthopedic print in accordancewith your
weight - so your back takes its natural
PhysiologicalPosition, and you start feeling
apleasant relief.

• Yourshoulders,neck,backand hipsbecome
completely relaxed asyou are lying in your
Own Othopedic Print. Due to the excellent
suppleness of Medi Pur material, you can
feel the delighting PleasureOfSleeping.

• Therapy ensures the fantastic nutrition of
the Disc which considerably relieves the

MEDIPUR
MEDICINAL THERAPY
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Sciatica Problems, Stiff Back,Hip, Neck And
Shoulder Pain.

• Medi Pur Material absorbs the energy of
the body motion for almost 100%.It means
that you peacefully sleep on your side of
Therapy not even feeling the movements
of the person lying next to you (tossingand
turning, getting up,kids’jumping, etc.)

• Nowadaysmany adults and children suffer
from Allergies (micro dust, guanine protein
from mine excrement) which leads to the
need for extremely cleanandhygienic room
for sleeping. Dead human skin cells which
arethe main food for Mite cannot penetrate
into the MedipurMaterial.

• The outer cover of Therapy is produced
using Silver Ion Technology, which has
received several awards (Argentum cover
with the implementation of silverions),does
not just look good, but it alsoprevents the
development of bacteria,fungusandmould
whose normal development is caused by
body sweat.That iswhy Therapyensuresthe
excellentAntibacterial Protection.

• Medi Pur – Crystalotheraphy is the
very first and the only really efficient
Scientifically Proven Sleeping Technology
in the world. It enables faster overnight
relaxation, rehabilitation, regeneration and
rejuvenation of the body due to natural rise
of the whole body energylevel.

• This unique innovative technology
consisting of twelve specially processed
crystalsand minerals stimulates the human
vegetative nervoussystem(which functions
involuntarily or subconsciously) using its
frequenciesin acompletely natural way.The
excellent flow of energy through all your
organs is achieved, your energy reserves

INNOVATIVEREHABILITATIONAND
REJUVENATIONTECHNOLOGY

The best rest ever

are recharged and your body reaches an
Unbelievable EnergyBalance.

• The “intelligent“ energy of crystals
completely regenerates, rehabilitates and
relaxesYour Mind And Your Bodywhile you
are sleeping. The result is a really good rest
so you feel much fresher and much more
self-satisfied, you have much more mental
strength and physical energy than ever
before.

• You become more resistant to numerous
diseases.During the day you can achieve
better results as you have much more
energy. You become calmer, more cheerful
and more self-satisfied and, therefore, you
canmore easilydeal with DepressedMoods
And StressfulSituations.

• Medicinal Therapy can be used without
any restrictions by children and adults, the
healthy and the sick.It is agreat help to the
sick and its use is especially recommended
to the healthy to keep being healthy in the
long run.

• Dueto the innovativecombination ofseveral
technologiesin oneproduct, webelievethat
our product ishighly competitiveand that it
hasgreatly contributed to the Medicine Of
Healthy Sleepingwhich will, therefore, help
protect and maintain excellent mental and
physicalhealth of millions of people around
the world.

MEDIPUR
MEDICINAL THERAPY

Innovative therapy technology enhancesthe
positive energyflow of the crystals

Coating -SilverIon Technologies
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CERTIFIEDPROTECTIONFROM
HARMFULRADIATION

• Harmful Electromagnetic Radiation which
intensively penetrates our bodies and has
SeriousHarmful EffectOnOurHealthDuring
TheDayhasemerged along with the rapid
advancesin technology.

• Anewgroupofdiseases,inthecontemporary
medicine known as the Electromagnetic
Stress,hasemerged because of Electosmog
(roompollution invisible to the nakedeye).

• WorldHealthOrganisation (Who) iswarning
that the exposure to Electro Stress these
days is extremely high and has thus been
marked as–Potentially Carcinogenic.

• Who is emphasising that Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome, Stress, Anxiety, Depression as
well asSleeping Disorderswill become the
keycausesof diseasesin the next decade.

• It has been proven that Harmful
Geopathogenic Radiation is present in our
flats, houses and business premises which
can considerably weaken human immune
systemand therefore increasethe risk from
the developments of Cancer And Other
SeriousChronic Diseases.

• Hartman Radiation, Curry Radiation And
Radiation Of UndergroundWater Flows
havebeen present for agesand they pose a

great danger for the humanhealth at night,
if the Position OfYourBedIsWrong.

WHY ISMEDICINAL THERAPY

THESAFESTPRODUCTON THE

WORLDMARKET?

• Medipur Material ismade of open crystalcell
structure resembling the snowflake. Such
densely combined cells make an almost
Impenetrable Shield within the radius
of about 1 metre above and under your
body while you are sleeping. That is why
Therapy provides the excellent protection
from Geopathogenic And Electromagnetic
Radiationaround your sleeping spot.

• The additionally implemented crystal/
mineral technology provides double
protection as your body strength
multiplies energetically and is enabled to
independently resist Electro StressAsWell
AsGeopathogenic Stress.

MEDIPUR
MEDICINAL THERAPY
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MEDI PUR– MEDICINAL THERAPY
(Mattress topper 7 cm,Pad2.5cm)

• it improves the quality of your current
mattresswith alldescribedadditional values.

PILLOW – CRYSTALOTHERAPY
• recommendedused:with the mattress
• it is used for the orthopedic protection of

neck bone, nerve roots, disc, brain blood
vesselsand thyroid

• along with the protection from harmful
radiation it createsthe positive energy field
achievingpowerful mental rehabilitation

SPAAND WELLNESS
(new rehabilitation technology)
HOTELSPACENTRES•MASSAGE

PHYSICALMEDICINE AND REHABILITATIONCENTRES
CHIROPRACTIC CENTRE•BEAUTYPARLORS

• it can be placed on all kinds of tables and
chairs for therapeutic massageand beauty
treatments.

• it provides extra comfort to clients and
patients during therapies.

• your client gets two therapies for the price
of one:the therapistworksfrom abovewhile
the MedicineTherapyworks from under his/
herbody.

THEBAGFULL OFHEALTH
MOBILEMEDICINAL THERAPY

(new technology formobility)
• Sport – basic equipment for all athletes

during practice andmatches.
• it enables faster relaxation, rehabilitation

and regeneration of the body aswell asthe

intense raiseof body energy.
• Business life – additional equipment for

businesstrips.
• Everydaylife – ideal mobile equipment for

tenants, students, holiday makers…

THEMEDICINEOFSITTING
• ergonomic, healthy way of sitting used for

the protection of the back.
• the protection fromharmful radiationat the

sitting spot .
• additional therapy which usesthe positive

energy of crystals (better concentration,
longer mental endurance,boosted immune
system)

• FOROFFICES

• FORSCHOOLS

• FORARMCHAIRS

• FORCARS

• FORWHEELCHAIRS

• FORPROFESSIONAL

MEDI PURMATTRESSTOPPER

THEBAGFULLOFHEALTH

SPAANDWELLNESS

THEMEDICINEOFSITTING

DRIVERS
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